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IN-COSMETICS
EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Relationship between quality and markets in cosmetics
E. Mignoni

Personal care in Europe - an industry briefing
C. Hession

Substantiating cosmetic effectiveness claims in the EU technical dossier
Ph. Mason

Cosmetic regulations of US, EU and of Japan
M. S. Kislalioglu

Communicating the Performance of your products to the consumer
C. T. Ponti

The multiactive efficacy of ferulic acid and its esters in cosmetics
M. Wilker

Extracts, thallopheye marine plants in cosmetics; a novel approach
L. Smith

Introduction to natural bases: Towards 100% active cosmetics
A. Muller

Efficacy of cosmetics: Measurements of skin hydration
E. Berardesca

Decreasing the stinging capacity and improving the antiaging activity of AHAs
P. Morganti

Detection and influencing of the antioxidative potential (AOP) of human skin
T. Herrling

AYURVEDA - a new approach to skin protection
A. Janousek

Ginkgo biloba dimeric flavonoids: Activity on the skin microcirculation
A. Cristoni

Purity as a unique quality property of Dow Corning Dimethicone and Cyclomethicone product line in the cosmetic industry
D. Ghirardi

Dermatological protection against biting insects through insect repellent 3535
not available
F. Marchio

Moisturising/cleansing made easy
G. Serrien

Recent advancements in pearlescent pigment technology
G. Uzunian

A silver bullet for cosmetic contamination
P. Wood

Esters of alkyl(poly)glucosides: Novelty for toiletries
P. Bernardi

N-Acyl ED3A chelating surfactant: A new class of mild multifunctional surfactant for use in personal care
J. Crundall
Utilizing synergistic effects in surfactant mixtures
H. I. Leidreiter

The formulation and evaluation of emollient cosmetics
L. Rigano

Optimization of O/W emulsions by a safe and effective fatty acid ester
S. Dorato

FUCOGEL 1000®,
The significance of the efficacy/smoothness pair
J. F. Molina

Optimizing surfactant systems thickened with an easy dispersing acrylic crosspolymer using a statistical design
J. Schmucker-Castner

Olivem 700: New "natural" emulsifying system from olive oil
E. Fedeli, S. Amari

An update on photoaging
R. Marks

Photo-cyto-immuno-protection in day dermo-cosmetics: Interest of Photonyl® a complex of natural substances as an alternative to sunscreens
G. Pauly

Effectively formulating a new polymeric additive into sunscreens
C. E. Jones

The influence of emollients on dispersion of physical sunscreens
J. P. Hewitt

Ceramides/cholesterol/free fatty acids containing cosmetics: The effect on barrier function
K. De Paepe

Human skin-identical ceramides
H. Lambers

Influence of the carrier on sunscreens stability and efficacy
C. Anselmi

Bio-oil HBSL: A unique lipid matrix for cosmetic use
S. Bennett

EU cosmetic legislation: The main players and the role of Colipa
V. Lees

Introduction to the cosmetic directive and the 6th amendment
W. de Klerck

The safety of cosmetic ingredients
M. Coroama

Consumer's expectation
M. Trovato

The product information pack including supplier implications
E. Charalambous